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YELLOW ON YELLOW 
 

  
 

A perfect circle of soft, cozy yellow that will brighten any winter day. A provisional cast on 
makes a seamless join, but if this idea stresses you out, simply stitch the ends of the cowl together 
after completing it. 
 
Finished Measurements: 
 
13 inches wide by 50 inches in circumference (this is the length that is joined into a circle at the 
end) unblocked 
 
Supplies: 
 
215 yds/1 skein Malabrigo Worsted (100% Merino Wool; 215 yds/100g per skein) in Frank 
Ochre (Color A) 
 
215 yds/1 skein Malabrigo Worsted (100% Merino Wool; 215 yds/100g per skein) in Sauterne 
(Color B) 
 
Size 9 (5.5mm) 12 inch straight or any size circular needles 
Crochet hook and smooth waste yarn for provisional cast on 
Yarn needle for grafting 
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Gauge: 
 
18 sts and 24 rows = 4 inches in St st using Size 9 (5.5 mm) needle unblocked 
To save time, take time to check gauge 
 
Instructions: 
 
The entire cowl is worked in Stockinette Stitch.  \The first and last rows are grafted together if 
you have chosen to use the provisional cast on, or sewn together if you have chosen another 
method. 
 
Using your favorite cast on method and Color A, CO 58 sts. 
 
Work 4 rows in Color A.  Join Color B and work 4 rows. Carry the unused color loosely up the 
side of the work, wrapping the two colors around one another at the beginning of each RS row to 
keep the unused color tight to the edge of the work. 
 
Continue in this fashion until you nearly run out of yarn. Make sure to end with 4 rows of Color 
B.   
 
If you have used the provisional cast on, unravel your CO, return the CO sts to a live needle, and 
graft the first and last rows together. 
 
If you have used another CO, BO using Color B and seam the first and last rows together. 
 
Weave in ends. 
 
Blocking is not necessary. After washing, lay flat to dry; do not pin.  
 
 
 
 


